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•

Number of Players:

1 to 4

•

Floor area:

5.5 square meters (incl. players)

•

Table dimensions:

155cm x 80cm (125 incl. rods) x 95 cm

•

Weight:

175 kg

•

Computer:

1 x customized PC:
• Windows 10, SSD HD,
• AMD Threadripper 3960X, 3.80GHz, 24-Core
• 4 x RTX 2060 NVIDIA,
• 1 x RTX 4000 Quadro PNY,

•

Output:

1 x HDMI, 1 x mini-jack

•

Power:

220 V, 10 A / 110V, 20A

•

Internet:

A Wi-Fi / WLAN connection is required to
use the dashboard, a wired / LAN connection
(RJ45) is required for updating the system
and/or the game

•

Playing time:

Using the dashboard mentioned above, the
owner is the one deciding how long he wants
the game to last.

•

Flow of players:

Depending of the game’s duration. ( Example
with 5 min: In this set up, 32 people can play
per hour)
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K OL ISE UM SOC C E R V R

®

Based on one of the 20th century’s most iconic and
popular games,

Koliseum Soccer VR

®

is a multi Award

Winning virtual reality game that takes table soccer to a
new dimension that transforms Football into an

exhilarating

experience, adding

surprising

actions,

emotions, tensions, and twists. It merges the physical

actions of a traditional soccer table with the unique
sensations of Virtual Reality.

A guaranteed mind-

blowing experience !
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KOLISEUM SOCCER VR ®
Special unique features such as dribbles, lobs
and various bonuses directly inspired from the
arcade world (multi-ball, death-ball, shields,
bouncing-balls,…)

significantly

change

the

gameplay and the score of a match. Mastering
their tactical dimension can be a real advantage

Dedicated to the general public rather than
seasoned "Gamers",

Koliseum Soccer VR

®

requires no special skill at all.
Thanks to its embedded artificial intelligence
program, the Koliseum

Soccer VR

® can be played

from 1 to 4 people.
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E-SPORT
FEATURES

The game is developed for e-sport. It allows to
organize tournaments and events to create

awareness and recurring customers.
All the data is tracked in the admin dashboard.
We can recommend tools to help you organize a
smooth tournament without the hassle usually
attached to these kind of events.
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Change the banners in the stadium, for sponsors or
advertisers, the way you want.

Both, the platform

Koliseum Soccer VR

®

and / or the game

® can be customized !

Personal layout, stadium, characters, animations…
as desired can be provided upon specific request.
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Virtual Reality is a paradoxical experience: never before has a media pushed
immersion into alternative fantasy worlds so far, but never have there been such
risks of driving players into social isolation.
's mission is to overcome this shortcoming by creating extraordinary
Virtual Reality (VR) content. Blurring the boundaries between the real and the
virtual, while privileging the experiences that create real human interaction with
social team communications and personal links.
is a cross-platform content producer based in Geneva (Switzerland).
Our team includes creators and developers whose work in Virtual Reality has
earned awards at Los Angeles’ SIGGRAPH 2015, the VR Hollywood Summit in
2016, a recent grant from Epic Games for “outstanding work”, and three Awards
in 2018 with the Koliseum Soccer VR ® .
We develop attractions based on extremely popular arcade games, multiplying
the pleasure of players to compete against each other, and collaborating and
interacting as physical teams around common and motivating subjects.
Founded in November 2017,
is a brand of Kynoa SA currently
employing 14 professionals -creative directors, visual artists, animators, and
developers.
delivers completely original virtual reality environments and
characters, along with animations, visual effects, and dedicated user interfaces.
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a brand of KYNOA SA

59 Rte des Jeunes, 1227 Carouge – Geneva
www.koliseum.com
Tel:+41 22 343 00 05 / contact@koliseum.com

